Required Course Materials:


Assignment for Tuesday, January 8:

Everyone is “on call” for the following material:
- Register for this course on Blackboard at [https://bblearn.uidaho.edu/](https://bblearn.uidaho.edu/). The course is listed as follows: “Spring 2019 - LAW920-01,02:MASTER_COURSE (Couture).”
- Read the Syllabus (posted on Blackboard).
- Read and be prepared to discuss pages 3-35, 37-39 & 41-44 and all referenced provisions.

Assignment for Thursday, January 10:

Group A\(^1\) is “on call” for the following material:
- Read and be prepared to discuss pages 44-62 and all referenced provisions.

---

\(^1\) See the On-Call Groups, posted on Blackboard.